
 

 

The UK security operating environment is becoming 
increasingly complex with multiple, rapidly-forming coalitions 
of organisations with differing security classifications. Within 
this arena, there will always be the need for critical data 
sharing between key players in real time, with high 
assurance information transfer between security domains.  

Therefore, communication and information systems need to 
be much more flexible and responsive to this fluid,  
fast-changing operational landscape. 

THE CLIENT 

The Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (Dstl), part of the UK Ministry of Defence 
(MOD). 

THE CHALLENGE 

Within its deployable Communications and Information Systems (CIS), the Ministry of 
Defence has a pressing need to: 

• Reduce the configuration time and management overhead of CIS, which would 
provide more agile systems that can respond to the evolving operational 
requirements; 

• Reduce the size, weight and power of the system to create a lighter weight, less 
resource-hungry infrastructure with fewer end-user terminals on the desktop; 

• Reduce system complexity to minimise training for end users and maintenance 
professionals. 

What’s more, the communications and information systems deployed by the MOD need to 
provide access to many different operational environments, running at different security 
classifications. 

These include SECRET, including UK SECRET (S) as well as multiple different coalition 
MISSION SECRET (MS) environments - NATO S and NATO MS, as well as OFFICIAL 
(including OFFICIAL SENSITIVE). 
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THE SOLUTION 

To investigate these challenges, the MOD recently carried out a concept demonstrator 
programme called PANDORA to remove the risk from future equipment programmes. It set 
out to allow critical data to be shared between different security domains in a high 
assurance manner within a small-scale and deployable CIS. 

The PANDORA concept demonstrator was developed by a multi-industry team including 
QinetiQ, Antillion, Nexor, L3 TRL, Roke, Harris, 3SDL, GDUK, Thales and ITSUS. 

This PANDORA work was coordinated as part of the C4ISR Secure Information 
Infrastructure and Services (CSIIS) research programme, which has been established by 
Dstl on behalf of MOD to respond in a timely manner to research needs across a number 
of technical disciplines. The research programme consists of a consortium of over 60 
organisations including leading UK defence, industry prime contractors, subject matter 
experts, non-defence companies and academia. 

In order to access the differing security classifications covered by the PANDORA concept 
demonstrator, the MOD needed to enhance the security aspects of the PANDORA node. 
This became known as the PANDORA security enabling enhancements project, which 
looked into the MOD’s need for: 

• High Assurance Guards (HAGs) – to enable the transfer of data in both directions 
between higher and lower trust security domains in a secure manner; 

• Segregated Browse Down (SBD) – to manipulate and interact with applications 
and data in a lower security domain from a higher security domain. 

To deliver the required security enhancements Nexor worked with L3 TRL on: 

• A bidirectional XMPP (Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol) Chat HAG; 

• A bidirectional NFFI (NATO Friendly Force Information) Tracks HAG; 

• A SBD capability that allows users in the SECRET domain to interact with 
applications in other domains. 

TRUSTING THE SOLUTION 

Nexor has been at the forefront of secure information exchange for over 25 years. It fully 
understands the operational requirements of organisations where the confidentiality, 
integrity and availability of information systems are critical. 

The Tracks and Chat HAGs adapt existing commercial off-the-shelf applications from 
Nexor’s SIXA® product portfolio to run on the HAG platform, and take advantage of the 
security enforcing functions that the platform offers. 

The security enabling enhancements produced a detailed and comprehensive risk 
assessment that assessed the use of the HAGs and SBD against a benchmark deployment 
on a PANDORA node. 

The design architectures followed best practice guidelines from the UK’s National 
Technical Authority, CESG, so that the approach would lead to a viable set of products. In 
addition, the SBD capability is based on IP licensed from CESG through its Information 
Assurance Technical Programme. 



 

 

THE IMPACT 

The high assurance guards (HAGs) provide a quickly deployable and easily-managed 
facility that enables critical information to be exchanged between security domains in a 
PANDORA node. The Chat HAG supports cross-domain collaboration. The Tracks HAG 
allows all track information to flow up to the highest connected security domain, and allows 
releasable tracks to flow down to other domains. 

The segregated browse down capability (SBD) enables desktop clients to access many 
domains. This solution replaces one terminal for each domain with a single terminal – 
saving space in the deployed environment, simplifying cabling and making management of 
the end user environment easier. 

A demonstration day was held with the MOD and interested parties to outline the 
PANDORA node. It has given the MOD a design and equipment that demonstrates the 
feasibility and accreditability of emerging mission-configurable deployed architectures. 

All in all, the security enabling enhancements have given the MOD the following benefits: 

• Better use of space in the deployed environment; 

• Reduced system running costs; 

• Collaborative working with improved interaction between domains; 

• Enhanced situational awareness and a more consolidated view of data; 

• Reduced infrastructure with a single cable to the desktop; 

• Flexibility and agility, as a common platform enables rapid reconfiguring or 
repurposing of any device; 

• Improved security with faster validation of transferred data and blocking threats; 

• Minimal user training, configuration and systems management. 

Five PANDORA nodes have been delivered to the MOD, as part of a Mission Configurable 
C4ISR (Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance and 
Reconnaissance) test and reference programme for further experimentation. 

NEXOR CAPABILITIES 

Nexor provides solutions to get information into and out of secure networks. This enables 
organisations to perform more efficiently and effectively. The connection of secure 
networks is achieved by using people, process and technologies that align to best cyber 
security practice established by national authorities. 
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